Supplementary methods
Genome-wide mapping reveals single-origin chromosome replication in

Modelling Origin Usage
In order to simulate the distribution of reads if non-mapped origins were present at potential locations of origins (strand-switch regions; SSRs) we used L. major chromosome 36, since this has the most potential origins, being the largest chromosome in this species. We used a bespoke python script to read the distribution of reads at the natural origin (position LmjF.36: 1110127- were then merged using samtools to create a bam file with a single origin used in 100%, or with 6 additional, non-natural origins each with 17% usage. This merged bam file was then processed using the MFAseq pipeline and it was clear that these origins would not have been easily visible in our analysis (data not shown).
To derive a threshold of visible detection of origins we took a file with a single simulated origin (position LmjF.36: 155190-156279) and merged it multiple times with the original L. major early-S data to dilute the percentage of usage. Each of this series of 'dilutions' (no dilution, 5:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2 and 1:5, plus the original early-S track) was plotted using the MFAseq pipeline and these results are show in Figure S10 . Using the natural, mapped origin of smallest amplitude (L. major chromosome 4) we then measured the height of each peak using a bespoke script to measure the median ratio for the SSR and the median ratio for the whole chromosome (median so as not to exaggerate heights). The resulting ratio was 1.037 (origin/chromosome), so we set this is a stringent limit of reasonable detection. We then plotted the median for the simulated and diluted origin, showing there was a good trend and fit to the data (Fig.S10) , and so we used this to calculate the percentage 'dilution' at which we would have a ratio of 1.037. The region background is 1.038 and the threshold of detection is consequently 1.076, which corresponds to a dilution of 25.09%. We therefore declared the stringent threshold of visible detection as 25%.
The scripts used in this analysis are freely and publicly available from:
http://bitbucket.org/WTCMPCPG/originssimulation/.
Plasmid generation and transformation
The origin-active strand switch region (SSR) on chromosome 30 from L. major Friedlin was Table 1 ). qPCR was performed as described in the main text. To determine the plasmid copy number we normalized to the chromosome reference (ΔCT = CTG418 -genomic CTgDNA; plasmid copy number = 2 × 2(-ΔCT)). major chromosomes (29 and 8, and 36 and 20, respectively). Early S/G2 DNA sequence depth ratios (L. major blue, L. mexicana green) and CDS organisation are as detailed in Fig.1 and Fig.S2 .
Supplementary figure legends
Acetylated histone H3 (H3ac) localisation is shown for L. major (as in Fig.1 and Fig.S2 ), but has not been mapped in L. mexicana. sizes denoted in intervals of 0.25 Mb). Early S/G2 DNA sequence depth ratios (green) are shown relative to late S/G2 ratios (yellow) and to CDS organisation, as detailed in Fig.1 and Fig.S2 . Table S1 . Minimal and maximal median S/G2 ratios, derived from 2.5 kbp bins after plotting sequence reads from DNA derived from early S and G2 phase cells, for the 36 L. major chromosomes; data are shown either for the whole chromosome, for the reads spanning the origin-active SSR, or for a 30 kbp region around the origin-defining MFAseq peak.
* in chromosome 1 (LmjF.01) there is no clearly defined origin-active SSR, and so the SSR region is arbitrarily defined as the region between the two genes proximal to the right-hand telomere (see Table S1 
